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Focus is the ability to concentrate on the task at hand. It is the ability
to pay good attention to detail and complete the task well and
efficiently. Improving one’s focus is a process that requires time and
effort. Try to progress at a pace you are comfortable with.

Physical aspects
Engage in a
simple 10
minutes exercise
routine as soon
as you wake up.
Focus on your
form, your
breathing, and
workout at a
comfortable
intensity.

Exercise daily

Get sufficient
sleep
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Try to get
adequate, good
quality sleep. Do
not consume any
caffeine, or use
mobile phones or
computers right
before bedtime.
Try reading a
physical book,
orate any
instructions, or
count backwards
from 100 until you
fall asleep.

Be mindful
and meditate
Limit distractions
When engaging in
any task or sleeping,
reduce distractions
around you by muting
unnecessary
applications, keeping
away unnecessary
devices and clearing
the physical space
around you before
you start.

Engage in
meditation and
mindful
practices to
bring yourself to
the present.
Start meditating
for 5 minutes a
day and
increase the
time once you
are comfortable
with the
process.

Eat healthy
fats
Try to include
healthy
omega-3 fats
and foods rich
in iron and
antioxidants
in your diet.
This will
include eggs,
fish, nuts,
seeds, dates,
pomegranate,
spinach,
garlic, etc.

Improving Focus
TASK
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Cognitive aspects

6. Take breaks
Take short
five-minutes
breaks to avoid
making errors.
Look
elsewhere, take
a short walk,
stretch, or drink
water.

3. Play games
Use your free time to
play games that
improve your focus such
as sudoku, chess, and
puzzles. You can also
solve crosswords in
newspapers and books.

5. Work when you are energetic
Try to arrange and perform important and
complicated tasks when you feel most
energetic, to help you focus better on them. If
you are unable to move your tasks, boost your
energy by deep breathing, eating a handful of
nuts, taking a brisk walk or stretching.

4. Reduce multitasking

Multitasking is not always
useful as it requires us to
distribute our focus on
multiple tasks. Try and work
on one thing alone. You may
be able to finish work faster
and better.

2. SMART goals

Break big goals into smaller SMART
goals (specific, measurable,
achievable, realistic and time
bound) to help in prioritizing and
increasing focus. The smaller goals
improve efficiency due to definite
ends and shorter task timelines.

1. Write down your tasks

Write tasks where you can see
them to reduce overthinking or
forgetfulness. Jot down simple
task reminders or make a
detailed list including the 'what'
and 'when' for tasks for the day.

